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Abstract: There has been an increasing interest in the study of the innate immune system in
recent years. However, few studies have focused on whether innate immunity can acquire tolerance. Therefore, in this study, we investigated tolerance in the innate immune system via the
consecutive weekly and daily injections of emulsions modified with polyethylene glycol (PEG),
referred to as PEGylated emulsions (PE). The effects of these injections of PE on pharmacokinetics and biodistribution were studied in normal and macrophage-depleted rats. Additionally,
we evaluated the antigenic specificity of immunologic tolerance. Immunologic tolerance against
PE developed after 21 days of consecutive daily injections or the fourth week of PE administration. Compared with a single administration, it was observed that the tolerant rats had a lower
rate of PE clearance from the blood, which was independent of the stress response. In addition,
weekly PE injections caused injury to the spleen. Furthermore, the rats tolerant to PEs with the
methoxy group (-OCH3) of PEG, failed to respond to the PEs with a different terminal group
of PEG or to non-PEG emulsions. Innate immunity tolerance was induced by PE, regardless
of the mode of administration. Further study of this mechanism suggested that monocytes play
an essential role in the suppression of innate immunity. These findings provide novel insights
into the understanding of the innate immune system.
Keywords: immunologic tolerance, innate immune system, pharmacokinetics, biodistribution,
antigenic specificity
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A well-functioning immune system is based on two distinct recognition systems: innate
and adaptive. The innate immune system, an evolutionarily ancient component of the host
defense, relies on a limited repertoire of receptors to detect invading pathogens,1 resulting
in a lack of specificity and of “memory”.2 Providing a rapid but incomplete antimicrobial
defense, innate immunity has been considered a separate entity from the adaptive immune
response and is regarded as secondarily important in the hierarchy of immune functions.3
Nevertheless, Janeway4 reported that the adaptive immune response is induced by the
exposure of pure antigens combined with adjuvants. This suggests that the innate immune
system communicates its biological evaluation of an antigen to the adaptive immune system in some manner. Interest in innate immunity has grown enormously, which has led to
intensive studies conducted in many laboratories that seek to integrate these two distinct
types of immunity.3 A subsequent series of experiments showed that innate immunity
plays a role in determining which antigens the acquired immune system responds to and
the nature of those responses.5–7 The innate and adaptive immune system responses are
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integrated in the vertebrate host into a single immune system,
with the innate response preceding, and being necessary for, the
adaptive immune response.
The existence of immunological memory in natural killer
(NK) cells, which are innate immunes cells, has recently been
suggested in a model of chemical hapten-induced contact
hypersensitivity.8 In addition to B-cells and T-cells, NK cells,
can elicit an adaptive immune response in mammals.8,9 The
novel finding of the adaptive immune features of NK cells indicates that the innate and adaptive immune systems are not only
functionally affected but also mutually influence each other.
Nevertheless, there is no evidence thus far that T-cell- and
B-cell-independent immunologic tolerance can be mediated
by innate immunity, likely because of the technical difficulties associated with the experiments or because this question
has not drawn enough scientific attention. We sought to more
specifically investigate tolerance in innate immunity.
The most direct way to test these novel concepts of
immunologic tolerance is to ask the following: how many
T- or B-cells competent enough to react to antigen X does
an individual tolerant to antigen X possess, compared with
non-tolerant controls?10 However, research on the tolerance
of innate immunity may be hampered by this method because
it is not clear which type of cells play a major role in the
induction of innate immunologic tolerance. Trying to find
cell types using this process is extremely difficult. On the
other hand, as the first-line host defense, the innate immune
system responds rapidly to limit infection in the initial hours
after exposure to microorganisms,11 increasing the difficulty
in investigating innate immune tolerance. Nonetheless, it
is well known that the innate immune system controls the
initiation of the adaptive immune response by regulating the
expression of co-stimulatory molecules by antigen-presenting
cells, and instructs the adaptive immune system to develop
a particular effector response.3,12 The effector cytokines
involved in the adaptive response, in turn, have an effect on
the function of the innate response.13 We consider these two
types of immune responses to be integrated in a closed-loop
system in the host. Thus, tolerant innate immunity can be
investigated on the basis of adaptive immune tolerance.
The intravenous injected colloidal particles are rapidly
recognized by the mononuclear phagocyte system (MPS)
and are taken up by macrophages in the liver or spleen.14
Therefore, the pharmacokinetics of a single injection dose
can be used to evaluate the function of the innate immune
system. Nevertheless, the rapid clearance of these conventional carriers results in volatile pharmacokinetic para
meters. By contrast, the surface modification of nanocarriers
with amphiphilic polyethylene glycol (PEG), termed
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PEGylation,15 produces a prolonged blood circulation time,
which makes PEGylation more suitable for evaluation than
the conventional approach. Furthermore, Moghimi and
Gray16 reported that repeated intravenous administration of
poloxamine-coated long-circulating particles at an interval
of several days evokes a significant immune response in
rats. This phenomenon was named the “accelerated blood
clearance (ABC) phenomenon” by Dams et al.17 In addition, sequential injections (more than two) of PEGylated
nanocarriers led to B-cell anergy in response to cumulative
amounts of polymer or encapsulated drugs.18,19 In summary,
we believe that PEGylated nanocarriers are the best mode
to investigate innate immune tolerance.
The lipid emulsion stabilized with emulsifiers such as
phospholipids is a promising drug-delivery system.20 Lipidemulsion systems meet most requirements for a good parenteral
delivery system since they are biodegradable, biocompatible,
and physically stable.21 Most importantly, lipid emulsions can
be prepared on a large industrial scale and are relatively stable
below 25°C for long periods.22 Like other carriers, the lipid
emulsions after PEGylation, regarded as a major breakthrough
in the application of nanocarriers, have been shown to markedly
reduce recognition by the MPS and produce a prolonged blood
circulation time when injected intravenously.21 In a previous
study, we observed that the repeated intravenous administration
of PE evoked a significant immune response.23 Therefore, in
this study, consecutive weekly and daily administrations of PE
were used as a tool to investigate innate immune system tolerance. The ratio of the area under the blood concentration–time
curve (AUC)(0–12 h) in the experimental group compared with that
of the control group was selected as an indicator to evaluate
the tolerance, due to the high sensitivity of AUC in ANOVA
(analysis of variance) tests.24

Materials and methods
Materials
Tocopheryl nicotinate (TN) was purchased from Northeast Pharmaceutical Group Co., Ltd (Shenyang, People’s
Republic of China). Alendronate (AD) was a kind gift
from Wansheng Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd (Beijing, People’s
Republic of China). Injectable soybean lecithin (S75) was
obtained from Lipoid GmbH (Ludwigshafen, Germany).
Hydrogenated soy phosphatidylcholine (HSPC) was supplied
by Lucas Meyer (Düsseldorf, Germany). The medium-chain
triglycerides (MCT) were a gift from the Tieling Beiya
Medicated Oil Co., Ltd (Tieling, People’s Republic of
China). Cholesterol was provided by Nanjing Xinbai Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd (Nanjing, People’s Republic of China).
The distearoylphosphatidyl-N-(methoxy polyoxyethylene
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succinyl) ethanolamine (DSPE-PEG-OCH3), distearoylphosphatidyl-N-(3-carboxypropionyl polyoxyethylene succinyl)
ethanolamine (DSPE-PEG-COOH), and distearoylphosphatidyl-N-(amine polyoxyethylene succinyl) ethanolamine
(DSPE-PEG-NH2) with average molecular weights of PEG
2,000, 3,400, and 3,400, respectively, were provided by
Genzyme Corporation (Cambridge, MA, USA). All the other
reagents were of chromatographic grade.

Animals
Male Wistar rats weighing 150–160 g were purchased from
the Experimental Animal Center of Shenyang Pharmaceutical
University (Shenyang, People’s Republic of China). Animal
care and experiments were performed in accordance with the
guidelines of the local Animal Welfare Committee and of
the Principles of Laboratory Animal Care (NIH publication
# 85-23, revised in 1985).

Preparation of emulsions
TN, MCT, S75 (7.2/30/7, wt/wt/wt), and various groups of
DSPE-PEG (S75 and DSPE-PEG, 9/1, molar ratio) were mixed
with constant stirring at 55°C. Sterile water for the injections,
heated to 55°C, was added. The mixture was immediately and
quickly stirred, and incubated at 55°C for 10 minutes to produce
the prime emulsion. The resulting emulsion was sonicated using
a laboratory ultrasonic cell pulverizer (JY92-II; Ningbo Scientz
Biotechnology Co., Ltd, Zhejiang, People’s Republic of China)
for at least a 2-minute cycle (200 W) and an additional 6-minute
cycle (400 W). The obtained emulsions were sized by extrusion
through polycarbonate membrane filters with pore sizes of 0.22
µm at 25°C and were adjusted to an isotonic level with the injection of 50% glucose. The mean diameters and zeta potentials of
the emulsions were determined in purified water at 23°C using
the submicron particle analyzer (Nicomp 380™; Particle Sizing
Systems, Inc., Santa Barbara, CA, USA). The mean particle size
of the PEGylated emulsions (PEs) was 124.9±3.2 nm (n=6),
and the zeta potential was −38.3±2.6 mV (n=6).

Pharmacokinetics and biodistribution
of the PEs
Male Wistar rats were randomly divided into four groups:
those receiving 1) weekly administration of PE, 2) daily
injections of PE, 3) 5% glucose injection (5% Glu), and 4)
the non-treated control group not receiving any treatment.
The rats receiving daily injections of PE were injected with
the PEs without TN at a dose of 5 µmol phospholipids/kg.
Three rats were killed on days 7, 11, 14, 17, and 21 after the
respective injections. The rats receiving weekly administrations of PE were treated with PEs without TN at the same
International Journal of Nanomedicine 2014:9
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dose, 5 µmol phospholipids/kg; the rats in the 5% Glu group
were given only an injection of glucose; and the control group
did not receive any treatment. For each injection, three randomly selected rats from each group received the same dose
of TN-labeled PEs to investigate the pharmacokinetics and
biodistribution of PE. The injection schemes are presented
in Figure 1. All the administrations were intravenously
injected into the tail vein. At 0.0167, 0.083, 0.25, 0.5, 1.0,
4.0, 8.0, and 12.0 hours after the intravenous injections, blood
samples were obtained via eye punctures, and the samples
were centrifuged at 1,078× g for 10 minutes to separate the
plasma. After obtaining the last blood sample at 12 hours,
the livers and spleens were excised and rinsed in ice-cold
normal saline. The blood samples and tissue samples were
stored at −20°C for future use.
The concentration of TN in the plasma and tissue samples
was analyzed by high performance liquid chromatography
(HPLC) using a P230 pump and a UV230 ultraviolet–visible
spectroscopy Detector (Da Lian Elite Analytical Instruments
Co., Ltd, Liaoning, People’s Republic of China) and separated using a Hypersil® BDS C18 column (200 mm ×4.6
mm) containing particles measuring 5 µm in diameter at
30°C. The ultraviolet wavelength was 264 nm. The mobile
phase consisted of methanol/isopropanol (80/20, v/v) at a
flow rate of 1 mL/minute. Before the analysis, the plasma
samples and tissue samples were treated as follows: 100 µL
of the plasma samples or homogenates (equivalent to 0.1
g tissue) were mixed with methanol (100 µL), an internal
standard (100 µL), tocopheryl acetate (100 µg/mL), and
n-hexane (600 µL). The entire mixture was vortexed for
5 minutes and centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 10 minutes.
The supernatant (500 µL) was dried using a CentriVap®
Centrifugal Vacuum Concentrator (Labconco Corporation,
Kansas City, MO, USA) and dissolved in the mobile phase
(100 µL). The resulting mixture was vortexed for 1 minute
and centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 10 minutes. The supernatant (20 µL) was collected and used for the HPLC analysis.
The in vitro release of TN from the PEGylated emulsions
was also investigated and the result was shown in Figure S1
(see Supplementary materials).

Histopathology
The rats injected with the intravenous administrations of PE
at a dose of 5 µmol phospholipids/kg with no prior treatment
were killed on the indicated day, and their spleens were
removed. The spleens were fixed in 20% neutral buffered
formalin, embedded in paraffin wax, sectioned at 4 or 5 µm,
and stained with hematoxylin and eosin. The pathological
sections were observed by microscopy.
submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com
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Figure 1 Time schedule for the experiment.
Notes: (A) The consecutive injections of PE group, n days represent the nth-day PE injection. (B) The weekly injections of PE group, PE-n represents the nth-week PE
injection. Black arrows indicate the injection of the blank PE, and blue arrows indicate the injection of PE.
Abbreviations: PE, PEGylated emulsion; PEG, polyethylene glycol.

Macrophage depletion experiments
To study the effect of macrophages on the induction of innate
immunity suppression, tissue macrophages were depleted
by intravenous injection of unsized multilamellar HSPCcholesterol-liposomes containing AD (AD-L). AD-L was
injected 48 hours before the administration of TN-labeled
PE, with an AD dose of 3 mg/kg in the normal and tolerant rats. Injection of liposomes without AD was used as
the control. The interval of 48 hours was chosen because
macrophage depletion in the liver and spleen is maximal at
this time point.25

Statistical analysis

The data are presented as the mean ± standard deviation. The
statistical analysis was performed using Student’s t-test with
SPSS 16.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) software. P0.05
was considered statistically significant.

Results
The effect of weekly PE administrations
and daily PE injections on the
pharmacokinetics and biodistribution
of PEs
Effect of weekly PE administrations

Weekly injections of PE at a dose of 5 µmol phospholipids/kg
dramatically influenced the circulatory half-life of the successively administered PE in the rats. The results shown in
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Figure 2 demonstrate that the blood clearance of the second
dose was sharply accelerated (AUC ratio =0.10±0.06). Following successive injections, the ABC phenomenon became
less pronounced and the blood concentration normalized, but
PE accumulation in the liver remained slightly high at the fifth
injection (4 weeks after the first injection). The AUC(0–12 h) level
of the fifth, sixth, and seventh injections of PE was, respectively, 1.37, 1.39, and 1.46 times greater than that at the first
injection. A significantly increased accumulation of PE in the
spleen was observed at the seventh injection (P0.001).

Effect of daily PE injections
The influence of consecutive daily injections on the pharmacokinetics and biodistribution of PE was studied. As shown in
Figure 3, blood clearance and hepatic and splenic accumulation significantly increased after 7 days of sequential injection
(AUC ratio =0.10±0.01). An inverse correlation between the
dose frequency and the magnitude of the ABC phenomenon
was observed. The ABC phenomenon was avoided after
21 days of consecutive administrations. Interestingly, the
blood elimination rate of PE injected after 21 days was less
than a single dose (AUC ratio =1.37±0.11, P0.05).

The antigenic specificity of immunologic
tolerance
The most important characteristic of immunologic tolerance is
antigen-specificity. The host forms immunologic tolerance to an
antigen, but the individual can still mount an immune response
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Figure 2 The effect of weekly injections on the pharmacokinetics and biodistribution of PE.
Notes: (A) Blood clearance. (B) Hepatic and splenic accumulation 12 hours after intravenous injection of the test dose. PE-n represents the nth-week PE injection. Data are
shown as mean ± SD; n=3. P-values apply to differences between the control and treated rats; *P0.05, **P0.01, ***P0.001.
Abbreviations: PE, PEGylated emulsion; PEG, polyethylene glycol; SD, standard deviation.

to other antigens. In this study, immunologic tolerance was
induced by successive injections of the PEs, and it was possibly
specific to the terminal group of PEG or to PEG.

the 5% Glu group, and the PE group was 10.40, 15.42, and
34.18, and 40.51, 37.10, and 53.47 mg/L·hour, respectively.
The results demonstrate that PE-OCH3-tolerant rats failed to
respond to PE-NH2 and PE-COOH. A large increase in splenic
accumulation was observed in the tolerant rats that received
PE-NH2 (P0.05). There were no remarkable differences in
rats that received weekly injections of 5% Glu.

Antigenic specificity to the terminal group of PEG
To investigate the antigenic specificity to the terminal group of
PEG, the tolerant rats, which were immunized with PEs with
the methoxy group of PEG (PE-OCH3), were injected with
PEs with the amino group (PE-NH2) and carboxyl group (PECOOH) of PEG. As shown in Figure 4, the plasma concentration of PE-NH2 and PE-COOH in the PE group increased
correspondingly, especially within 1 hour. The AUC(0–1 h)
of PE-NH2 and PE-COOH administered in the normal rats,
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The tolerant rats were given non-PEs and conventional
emulsions (CEs) to further determine antigenic specificity to
PEG. From Figure 5, it is apparent that the clearance of CE
in the PE group and the 5% Glu group decreased 1.48- and
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Figure 3 The effect of daily injections on the pharmacokinetics and biodistribution of PE.
Notes: (A) Blood clearance. (B) Hepatic and splenic accumulation 12 hours after intravenous injection of the test dose. n days represent the nth-day PE injection. Data are
shown as mean ± SD, n=3. P-values apply to differences between the control and treated rats; **P0.01, ***P0.001.
Abbreviations: PE, PEGylated emulsion; PEG, polyethylene glycol; SD, standard deviation.
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Figure 4 The antigenic specificity to terminal group of PEG in the tolerant rats induced by PE-OCH3.
Notes: (A1 and A2) Blood clearance. (B1 and B2) Hepatic and splenic accumulation 12 hours after intravenous injection of the test dose. (A1 and B1) Intravenous injection
of PE-NH2. (A2 and B2) Intravenous injection of PE-COOH. Data are shown as mean ± SD, n=3; *P0.05.
Abbreviations: PE, PEGylated emulsion; PEG, polyethylene glycol; SD, standard deviation; PE-OCH3, PEGylated emulsions modified with the methoxy group of DSPEPEG; PE-NH2, PEGylated emulsions modified with the amino group of DSPE-PEG; PE-COOH, PEGylated emulsions modified with the carboxyl group of DSPE-PEG;
DSPE, 1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine.

1.15-fold, respectively, compared with those rats that
received a single injection dose.

were depleted by intravenous injection of AD-L in the normal
and tolerant rats.

Spleen injury

Macrophage depletion in normal rats

The spleen weight of the rats decreased with increasing
frequency of PE injections. The spleen index was decreased
from 3.506±0.231 mg/g to 1.228±0.176 mg/g. In this study,
we thought that the changes in spleen weight would be related
to the weekly injections of PE and would be confirmed with
histopathological evaluation. It is shown in Figure 6 that in
comparison with the normal rats, the proportion of white pulp
was decreased and red pulp was increased. The PE group follicles were markedly reduced in size and poorly demarcated
from the marginal zone and the lymphoid sheath.

Involvement of macrophages in the
induction of innate immune tolerance
To study the involvement of macrophages in the induction of
innate immune tolerance, hepatic and splenic macrophages
3650
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PE was injected in the normal rats that had received
AD-L 48 hours before. As shown in Figure 7, compared
with a single injection of PE in non-depletion rats, the
blood clearance of PE significantly decreased (AUC
ratio =2.25±0.32). There was enhanced accumulation in
the spleen (P0.001) and slightly decreased accumulation in the liver.

Macrophage depletion in tolerant rats
The tolerant rats were intravenously injected with a single
dose of AD-L, and 48 hours after this initial injection, the
second dose of PE was administered. As described in Figure
8, the AUC(0–12 h) of the PE administered in the normal rats,
tolerant rats, and tolerant rats with macrophage depletion was
257.5, 477.6, and 601.8 mg/L·hour, respectively. Regardless
of macrophage depletion, the tolerant rats had significantly
International Journal of Nanomedicine 2014:9
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Figure 5 The antigenic specificity to PEG in the tolerant rats induced by PE-OCH3.
Notes: (A) Blood clearance. The inset shows a magnified view of 0 to 30 minutes of blood clearance. (B) Hepatic and splenic accumulation 12 hours after intravenous
injection of the test dose. Data are shown as mean ± SD, n=3, *P,0.05.
Abbreviations: CE, conventional emulsion; PE, PEGylated emulsion; PEG, polyethylene glycol; SD, standard deviation; Glu, glucose injection; PE-OCH3, PEGylated emulsions
modified with the methoxy group of DSPE-PEG; DSPE, 1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine.
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Figure 6 The pathological photos of spleen.
Notes: Magnification ×20. (A) The control group. (B) The 5% Glu group. (C and D) The PE group. (C) Represents that the proportion of white pulp is decreased and red
pulp is increased. (D) Represents that follicles are markedly reduced in size and poorly demarcated from the marginal zone and the lymphoid sheath.
Abbreviations: F, follicle; MZ, marginal zone; RP, red pulp; Glu, glucose injection; PE, PEGylated emulsion.
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Figure 7 The effect of macrophage depletion in the normal rats on the pharmacokinetics and biodistribution of PE.
Notes: (A) Blood clearance. (B) Hepatic and splenic accumulation 12 hours after intravenous injection of the test dose. Data are shown as mean ± SD, n=3. ***P0.001.
Abbreviations: AD-L, liposomes containing alendronate; PE, PEGylated emulsion; PEG, polyethylene glycol; SD, standard deviation.

increased splenic accumulation of PE. There was no change
in hepatic accumulation of PE in the tolerant rats, and a slight
decrease in macrophage-depleted rats.

Discussion
The results described in this paper show that the first dose
of PE caused a remarkable reduction in PE circulation time
and an increase in the hepatic and splenic accumulation of
the second dose given at a 7-day interval, reproducing what
has been called, the ABC phenomenon. In this phenomenon,
repeated administration of PEGylated colloidal particles
at an interval of several days evokes a significant immune
response in rats. The rats failed to respond to the PE after
being given four doses at 7-day weekly intervals, suggesting
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that the rats established immunologic tolerance due to excessive stimulation of B-cells (Figure 2). The immunologic
tolerance was also induced by 21 days of consecutive daily
injections of PE (Figure 3). Interestingly, compared with a
single injection, the decreased blood clearance of PE was
observed in the rats receiving weekly PE administrations
after the fifth to seventh doses and in the sequential injections
after 21 days (Figures 2 and 3). The AUC ratio of the two
groups was greater than 1 (Table 1). The results suggest that
multiple injections of PE could result in a suppression of the
innate immune system. This inhibition was independent of
the mode of administration.
With the attempt to further clarify the effect of repeated
administrations of PE on the immune system, we investigated
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Figure 8 The effect of macrophage depletion in the tolerant rats on the pharmacokinetics and biodistribution of PE.
Notes: (A) Blood clearance. (B) Hepatic and splenic accumulation 12 hours after intravenous injection of the test dose. Data are shown as mean ± SD, n=3; ***P0.001.
Abbreviations: AD-L, liposomes containing alendronate; PE, PEGylated emulsion; PEG, polyethylene glycol; SD, standard deviation.
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Table 1 The AUC ratioa of weekly administrations and daily
injections of PE
Weekly
injectionsb

AUC
ratio

Daily
injectionsc

AUC
ratio

PE-2
PE-3
PE-4
PE-5
PE-6
PE-7

0.10±0.06***,d
0.32±0.09***
0.45±0.09**
1.37±0.08*
1.39±0.09*
1.46±0.28*

7 d-PE
11 d-PE
14 d-PE
17 d-PE
21 d-PE

0.10±0.01***
0.21±0.08***
0.21±0.05***
0.50±0.18**
1.37±0.11*

Notes: aThe AUC ratio was calculated as follows: AUC ratio = AUC(0–12 h) of the
treated group/AUC(0–12 h) of the control group; bPE-n represents the nth-week PE
injection; cn d-PE represents the nth-day PE injection; dP-values apply to differences
between the treated groups and 1; *P0.05, **P0.01, ***P0.001.
Abbreviations: AUC, area under the blood concentration–time curve; PE, PEGylated
emulsion; PEG, polyethylene glycol.

the role of the stress response. Selye26 demonstrated that
there is a rapid decrease in the size of the thymus, spleen, and
lymph glands when rats are exposed to cold, surgical injury,
the production of spinal shock, and other stressors; they further proposed that the stress response has certain effects on
the immune system. Moreover, Weiss et al27 showed that the
immune response is suppressed by slight stress, enhanced by
moderate stress, and significantly inhibited by high stress. In
this study, continuous intravenous injections and blood collection from the orbital venous plexus kept the experimental
animals in a slightly stressed state. Our results showed that
the blood clearance of PE in the 5% Glu group was similar to
the control group (AUC ratio =1.03±0.05), and the AUC(0–12 h)
Monocytes

Weekly injections

No antigenic specificity

Daily injections
PEGylated emulsions

Tolerant rats

Continuous intravenous injections
Blood draws from the orbital venous plexus
Spleen injury

Concentration (µg/mL)

100
80
60
40
20
0

Control
7 days
11 days
14 days
17 days
21 days

120

Concentration (µg/mL)

PE-1
PE-2
PE-3
PE-4
PE-5
PE-6
PE-7

120

100
80
60
40
20
0

0

120

240

360

480

600

720

0

120

Time (minutes)

240

360

480

600

720

Time (minutes)

Innate immune tolerance
Figure 9 The summary of the findings and possible mechanisms associated with innate immune tolerance with PE.
Note: PE-n represents the nth-week PE injection, n days represent the nth-day PE injection.
Abbreviations: PE, PEGylated emulsion; PEG, polyethylene glycol.
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after the fifth PE injection with or without obtaining blood
was 384.4±5.8 and 376.2±3.2 mg/L·hour, respectively (data
not shown). It indicated that continuous intravenous injections and collection of blood from the orbital venous plexus
had no effect on the decreased clearance of PE. It is tempting
to speculate that the repeated injection of PE contributed to
the suppression of the innate immunity.
To further confirm the type of immunologic tolerance, we studied the antigen-specificity of immunologic tolerance induced by weekly PE injections.
Antigen-specific tolerance is achieved when the host forms
an immunologic tolerance to an antigen and fails to respond
to the same antigen after future exposure. However, the
individual can still induce an immune response to other
antigens. It has been reported that PEGylated nanocarriers
used in a first injection, regarded as TI-2 (T-cell independent type 2) antigens, stimulate the splenic marginal zone
B to produce anti-PEG immunoglobulin (Ig), resulting in
the ABC of subsequently administered nanocarriers.28,29
Cheng et al30,31 had demonstrated that anti-PEG antibody
(IgM) obtained following immunization with PEGylated
β-glucuronide recognizes the repeating -(O-CH2-CH2)nsubunit of PEG. This raises the possibility that the repeating subunit may be an immunogenic epitope of PEG and
a binding site for the derived anti-PEG IgM. Therefore,
the immunologic tolerance induced by weekly injections
of PE was likely to be specific to the terminal group of
PEG or to PEG. Nevertheless, we observed that the AUC
ratio of PE-NH 2, PE-COOH, and CE administered in
the tolerant rats was 3.29, 1.32, and 1.46, respectively
(Figures 4 and 5). In other words, the PE-OCH3-tolerant
rats did not respond to PE-NH2,, PE-COOH, or the CE.
The results indicate that immunologic tolerance without
antigen-specificity was evoked by weekly administrations
of PE-OCH3, and they further support that innate immune
function was suppressed.
The spleen is responsible for initiating innate and adaptive
immune responses to antigens and pathogens, and is considered
an important organ in evaluating immune system function.32 In
the present study, significant changes in spleen weight were
observed in the PE group compared with the 5% Glu group,
with a considerably increased concentration of TN in the spleen
of tolerant rats (Figures 2 and 4). In addition, spleen injury,
characterized by a reduction in the size of the follicles and the
disappearance of the marginal zone, was induced by weekly
injections of PE (Figure 6). However, Ishida et al33 reported
that in the splenectomized rats, a single dose of PEGylated
liposomes was eliminated faster and showed higher liver
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accumulation than that seen in the control rats. Based on this
study, we consider it conceivable that the suppression of innate
immunity was not evoked by spleen injury.
It is well known that the blood clearance of intravenously
injected colloidal particles depends on the immune cells of
MPS.34,35 The determination of blood cells was employed
to investigate the effect of immune cells in the peripheral
blood on the clearance of PE. Blood samples were collected
immediately after the intravenous injection of PE, and the
increased percentage of monocytes, leukocytes, lymphocytes, and neutrophilic granulocytes were 467%, 326%,
320%, and 306%, respectively (data not shown). The results
demonstrate that blood monocytes were mainly responsible
for the clearance of PE. Moreover, Laverman et al36 studied
the involvement of macrophages in the induction and the
effectuation of the enhanced clearance effect occurring after
the second injection of PEG-liposomes. When macrophages
were depleted before the first and second injections, PEGliposomes had a normal long circulation time after the second
injection. This reveals that macrophages are involved in the
production of the ABC phenomenon. In addition, it was also
clear that the splenectomized rat failed to completely reverse
the rapid clearance and to reverse the increased hepatic accumulation of PEGylated liposomes to control levels.33 This
suggests that in addition to the spleen, another serum factor(s)
or tissue(s) was involved in this phenomenon. Ishida et al33
and Ichihara et al37 speculated that macrophages, including
Kupffer cells, acquire the ability to recognize and aggressively take up “invisible” PEGylated liposomes, without
the involvement of any opsonizing factor(s). Based on the
above discussion, macrophages seem to be responsible for
the induction of the ABC phenomenon. The data, as shown
in Figures 2 and 3, indicate that repeated injections of PE
can evoke a remarkable ABC phenomenon. We speculate
that the consecutive daily and weekly PE administrations
might have had an effect on the function of monocytes and
macrophages. Figure 7 shows that macrophage depletion
caused a remarkable reduction in the clearance of PE in the
normal rats, indicating that macrophages were involved in
the blood removal of PE. These data are consistent with the
blood clearance data. Furthermore, enhanced accumulation in the spleen (P0.001) and decreased accumulation
in the liver (P0.05) were also observed, indicating that
the Kupffer cells were depleted by intravenous injection of
liposomes containing AD, but not macrophages in the spleen.
Moreover, compared with the tolerant rats, increased AUC
and decreased PE accumulation in the liver were observed
in the tolerant rats with macrophage depletion. These results
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suggest that the Kupffer cells did not play a major role in
this process. On the other hand, it has been reported that
the function of blood monocytes is inhibited by intravenous
injection of AD-loaded nanoparticles.38,39 Therefore, we
propose that monocytes may play a role in inducing innate
immunity tolerance upon consecutive daily injections and
weekly administrations of PEs, but the detailed mechanism
requires further investigation.
In the present study, we first proposed that innate immunity tolerance was induced by the consecutive injections
and weekly administrations of PE in rats (Figure 9). This
generalized tolerance feature of the innate immune system
is defined as decreased recognition and clearance of invading pathogens, even of the infectious and inflammatory
diseases. The results reported here provide a novel insight
into the understanding of the relationship between innate
and adaptive immune systems and further supplement the
classical theory of immunology. Furthermore, our results
have potential implications for the clinical application of
PEs. The unexpected inhibition of the innate immune system
was undesirable. The induced innate immunity tolerance
has a marked effect on PE, even conventional fat emulsions in clinical situations, and the decreased blood clearance of the drug formulations can compromise their safety
and therapeutic efficacy. In addition, if emulsions contain
toxic drugs with a small therapeutic window, the increased
concentration in the blood could cause adverse systemic
toxicity. The immunologic tolerance was a key mechanism
for maintaining the stability of the body based on antigenspecific and immune memory. The possible suppression
of the innate immunity function led to a risk of infection,
which is a negative effect for the treatment of diseases. The
dysfunction of the immune system was the direct cause of
the induced infectious disease or tumors.40,41 These findings
may provide new perspectives regarding our understanding
of the clinical application of PE.

Conclusion
To our knowledge, this study is the first to report that tolerance in innate immunity was induced by multiple injections
of PEs in rats. Our results reveal that monocytes may lead
to the suppression of the innate immune system. These
findings may provide new perspectives in our conventional
understanding of the innate immune system.
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Supplementary materials

the free drug was performed. TN was dissolved in 0.25%
SDS solution (0.2 mg/mL), and 2 mL of this solution was
enclosed in a dialysis bag and immersed in 100 mL dialysis
medium at 37°C±0.5°C. Then, the procedure described above
for PE samples was followed.

Study of the in vitro release of
tocopheryl nicotinate (TN) from
the PEGylated emulsions
Method

Results and discussion

PEGylated emulsion (PE) samples (1 mL) and 0.5% sodium
dodecyl sulfate (SDS, 1 mL), enclosed in dialysis bags (cellulose membrane, molecular weight cutoff 100 kDa; Spectrum
Laboratories, Inc., Rancho Dominguez, CA, USA), were
incubated in 100 mL dialysis medium (pH 7.4 phosphate
buffered saline (PBS) containing 0.25% SDS) at 37°C±0.5°C
under an agitation with 100 rpm in a water bath. At 0.5,
1.0, 2.0, 4.0, 6.0, 8.0, 12.0, and 24.0 hours, 2 mL samples
were withdrawn from the incubation medium and analyzed
for TN with high performance liquid chromatography as
described in the Materials and methods. After sampling, the
incubation medium was replaced by the dialysis medium.
A control experiment to determine the release behavior of

Before comparing the circulation time of PE in vivo, it was
important to assess the release of TN from PE. The in vitro
release curves of TN solution and TN from PE are shown in
Figure S1. Free TN could completely permeate through the
dialysis bag at 12 hours, while there was a relatively small
amount of drug that leaked from PE. The cumulative release
rate of TN from PE was 13.21%±3.02% at 12 hours. The drug
leakage from PE was significantly slower than that of TN
solution. The result demonstrated that the majority of TN was
dispersed in the medium-chain triglycerides. Therefore, the
pharmacokinetics of TN could be a relatively true reflection
of the in vivo behavior of PE.
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Figure S1 In vitro TN release from PEGylated emulsions and TN solution in the PBS (pH 7.4) containing 0.25% SDS.
Abbreviations: PBS, phosphate buffered saline; PEG, polyethylene glycol; SDS, sodium dodecyl sulfate; TN, tocopheryl nicotinate.
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